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C
atherine, Duchess of Cambridge,
turned 40 yesterday, hitting the
milestone as her profile soars

alongside her husband, Prince William,
the future king. Since marrying into
Britain’s most famous family in 2011, the
former Kate Middleton has emerged to
become one of the most popular royals-
and a figure central to its future.

Her image as a safe pair of hands, at a
tricky time for the monarchy, was boosted
at a televised Christmas carol concert in
December. She delighted fans with her
musical prowess by accompanying the
British singer-songwriter Tom Walker on
piano for his poignant song “For Those
Who Can’t Be Here”. Kate rehearsed in
secret for the surprise performance at
Westminster Abbey, which was dedicated
to everyone who served their communi-
ties during the coronavirus pandemic.

“She was absolutely fabulous-she
smashed it. What a talented, kind, warm-
hearted, lovely person,” Walker said,
describing her as “very chilled, very nice”
to everyone. Both Kate and William, who
turns 40 in June, have been much more
visible public figures since the start of the
global health crisis. The couple have held
video meetings with frontline healthcare
workers battling the outbreak, which has
claimed some 150,000 lives in Britain
since early 2020.

They have also given insights into life
with their three children in lockdown-
albeit in a sprawling country pile on a
royal estate. As restrictions lifted, they
have been seen at official engagements,
from the glitzy world premiere of the new
James Bond film to meeting world lead-
ers at the G7 and UN climate change
conferences. Kate has also pushed her
own initiatives such as championing ear-
ly years education and, with William, pro-
moting mental health and protecting the
environment.

Polite resilience
The couple’s former private secretary

Jamie Lowther-Pinkerton told The Times
newspaper that part of Kate’s appeal was
her polite, down-to-earth and unflustered
nature. “She takes time to talk to people,”
he said, likening her to Queen Elizabeth
II’s own mother, who was a symbol of
British resilience during World War II.
“She is tough. She has got that Queen
Mother feel in her, so that when things

need doing, she is there to do them.” A lot
of the focus on Kate since she and
William started dating as students in
Scotland was on her middle-class back-
ground. Despite attending one of Britain’s
top private schools, much was made of
how she would fit in to the arcane world of
royalty with its traditions and conventions.

Early comparisons were inevitably
drawn with William’s own mother,
Princess Diana, who struggled with the
forensic media scrutiny after marrying
Prince Charles in 1981. But Kate has in
public at least given the impression of
being eager to embrace royal duties, and
unlike her sister-in-law, Meghan, given lit-
tle away. In the British media, she has
enjoyed favorable coverage, particularly
since Meghan and her husband Prince
Harry quit royal life and moved to the
United States last year.

Up to the task? 
Some attribute the difference in public

attitudes towards Kate and Meghan to a
very British reaction to emotional candour
in a country known for stiff upper lip
reserve. Certainly, Meghan’s criticism of a
cherished British institution, including
accusing it of racism, did not help.
Nonetheless, Kate-known for carefully
curated social media posts of family life-
has encountered some brickbats, not
least for her immaculate appearance. The
novelist Hilary Mantel even accused her
of resembling a “shop-window mannequin
with no personality of her own”.

But she is clearly seen as a depend-
able figure in royal circles at a crucial
time. The royal family has also been
rocked by a US civil claim for sexual
assault against the Queen’s second son,
Prince Andrew, and his links to the con-
victed sex offenders Jeffrey Epstein and
Ghislaine Maxwell. Harry is also poised to
publish his memoirs this year amid fears
of fresh revelations. With the Queen now
95 and stepping back from public duties
on health grounds, William’s father
Charles and his second wife, Camilla,
have become more prominent.—AFP

T
he most powerful space telescope
ever built completed a tricky two-
week-long deployment phase

Saturday, unfolding its final golden mirror
panel, as it readies to study every phase
of cosmic history. Engineering teams in
the James Webb Space Telescope’s con-
trol room cheered as confirmation came
back that its final wing was deployed and
latched into place. “I’m emotional about it-
what an amazing milestone,” Thomas
Zurbuchen, a senior NASA engineer, said
during the live video feed as stargazers
worldwide celebrated.

Because the telescope was too large
to fit into a rocket’s nose cone in its opera-
tional configuration, it was transported
folded up. Unfurling has been a complex
and risky task-”arguably the most chal-
lenging deployment program ever done
by NASA,” said NASA engineer Mike

Menzel. On Saturday morning, engineers
sent a command from the Space
Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore,
Maryland for the final section of golden
mirror to unfold.

According to NASA, after the mirror
was latched into place at 1:17 PM, “the
team declared all major deployments suc-
cessfully completed.” “I want to tell you
just how excited and emotional I am right
now,” said Zurbuchen on the live video
feed. “We have a deployed telescope on
orbit.” Webb, the successor to Hubble,
blasted off in an Ariane 5 rocket from
French Guiana on December 25, and is
heading to its orbital point, a million miles
(1.6 million kilometers) from Earth.

Though Webb will reach its space des-
tination, known as the second Lagrange
point, in a matter of weeks, it still has
around another five and a half months of

setup to go. “While the journey is not
complete, I join the Webb team in breath-
ing a little easier and imagining the future
breakthroughs bound to inspire the
world,” said NASA Administrator Bill
Nelson. Next steps include aligning the
telescope’s optics, and calibrating its sci-
entific instruments.

Far reaches of the Universe 
Its infrared technology will allow it to

see the first stars and galaxies that
formed 13.5 billion years ago, giving
astronomers new insight into the earliest
epoch of the Universe. Earlier this week,
the telescope deployed its five-layered
sunshield-a 70-foot (21 meter) long, kite-
shaped apparatus that acts like a parasol,
ensuring Webb’s instruments are kept in
the shade so they can detect faint infrared
signals from the far reaches of the
Universe.

The sunshield will be permanently
positioned between the telescope and the
Sun, Earth and Moon, with the Sun-facing
side built to withstand 230 degrees
Fahrenheit. Visible and ultraviolet light
emitted by the very first luminous objects
has been stretched by the Universe’s
expansion, and arrives today in the form
of infrared, which Webb is equipped to
detect with unprecedented clarity. Its mis-
sion also includes the study of distant
planets to determine their origin, evolu-
tion, and habitability.

The NASA telescope blog said
Saturday’s procedure was “the last of
the major deployments on the observa-
tory.” According to the telescope’s
deputy project manger at NASA, John
Durning, the deployments have been
“100 percent successful.” “That was
probably the highest risk part of the mis-
sion,” said Bill Ochs, NASA’s lead proj-
ect manager for Webb, at a post-deploy-
ment press briefing. “That doesn’t mean
all our risk goes away.”

Over the next five and half months, the
telescope will finish its “commissioning”,
which, according to the NASA blog, “con-
sist of settling into stable operating tem-
perature, aligning the mirrors, and cali-
brating the science instruments.” At the
end of the commissioning period, NASA is
planning to release a series of “wow
images” says Jane Rigby, a NASA project
scientist. Though she won’t say what the
images will be of, they are sure to “really
knock everybody’s socks off.”— AFP 

In this file photo, Britain’s Catherine, Duchess
of Cambridge, arrives to attend the funeral cer-
emony of Britain’s Prince Philip, Duke of
Edinburgh at St George’s Chapel in Windsor
Castle in Windsor, west of London. — AFP 

A Grey Heron in flight over the RSPB Ouse Fen Reserve in Willingham,
Cambridgeshire, east England. — AFP photos

Mute Swans in flight over the RSPB Ouse Fen Reserve in Willingham,
Cambridgeshire, east England.

Birds stand on a snow covered sculpture in the pond at Queen’s Park on the Southside of
Glasgow.

Engineering teams celebrate at the Space
Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore,
Maryland, as the second primary mirror wing of
NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope unfolds,
before beginning the process of latching the
mirror wing into place. — AFP 

N
ature is reclaiming her territory at a
quarry in the east of England that is
being transformed into a vast

reserve offering vital sanctuary to endan-
gered birds. With its reedbed wetlands,
the marshy plain of the Fens outside
Cambridge has become an attractive habi-
tat for the secretive bittern, which was until
2015 on the UK’s Red list of most-threat-
ened species.

Today the thickset heron, with its per-
fectly camouflaged streaked brown
plumage and a booming springtime call
that sounds like someone blowing over
the top of a bottle, is on the less critical but
still threatened Amber list. “It’s really a
demonstration of how working with part-
ners - big decisive action at large scale -
we can bring species off that Red list,”
said Chris Hudson, senior site manager at
the Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds’ (RSPB) Ouse Fen Nature Reserve,
some 120 kilometers north of London.

Although the elusive bird did not put in
an appearance when AFP visited on a
brisk and rainy January winter morning,
five percent of the UK’s bitterns now nest
at Ouse Fen. The reserve’s bittern popula-
tion is today larger than the nationwide
total in the mid-1990s, when the RSPB’s
list of threatened species was first pub-
lished, said Hudson, binoculars always at
the ready.

Insect decline
The latest edition of Birds of

Conservation Concern was published in
December 2021 and now includes 70
species on the Red list - more than double
the figure when the first report was pub-
lished in 1996. Around 30 percent of the
British Isles’ 245 bird species are now in
danger. Among the new species on the list
are the house martin and the swift, migra-
tory birds that fly thousands of kilometers
from central and southern Africa each
spring to breed in Europe.

Richard Gregory, head of monitoring at
the RSPB Centre for Conservation
Science, blames population decrease
mainly on changing land use in the UK,
Europe and beyond, which deprives birds
of food and habitat. “The decline of these
birds might tell us something about a huge
decline in the biomass of insects, which
has been a real concern for conservation-
ists across Europe recently, and it’s proba-
bly a much wider phenomenon,” he said.

“So we need more research, but that’s
a real warning sign about how the environ-
ment is changing around us. “But we also
know that when you manage the habitats,
when you protect the habitats, and you
protect the birds, they can bounce right
back,” said Gregory, pointing to the exam-
ple of the “magnificent” white-tailed eagle,
which was extinct in the British Isles in the
early 20th century. Thanks to a program of

protection and reintroduction, this impos-
ing bird of prey is no longer on the Red list
and today there are at least 123 pairs of
these large sea eagles in the UK.

Make conditions right 
At the Ouse Fen reserve in early

January were once-rare great white egrets
of the heron family and marsh harriers, a
threatened bird of prey whose numbers
have bounced back thanks to decades of
conservation efforts. The mix of reedbeds,
open water and grassland, opened in

2010 and visited by 20,000 people a year,
is being restored from land that has
served as Europe’s largest sand and grav-
el quarry.

Over the lifetime of the ongoing project,
around 28 million tons of aggregate are
being dug from the ground, leaving holes
that are now filled with water and reeds, to
the birds’ delight. “Our job here was to
recreate the right habitat conditions that
would bring the bittern back,” said
Hudson. These include “lots of feeding
opportunities to get their prey sources like

fish, and particularly eels”.
“Once we’ve put those conditions in

place, that effectively brings the birds
back. ‘If you build it they will come’ is the
phrase that we quite often use.” Humans
change the landscape, creating bodies of
water and planting reeds, “and then nature
will look after the rest and come back quite
naturally if given that opportunity, and
that’s the really key thing,” he said. “Give
nature a chance and it will return.”— AFP 

Lapwings in flight over the RSPB Ouse Fen Reserve in Willingham, Cambridgeshire, east England. Mother Nature is retaking her throne at a for-
mer quarry in the east of England that is being transformed into a vast reserve offering vital sanctuary to endangered birds. 


